An annotation is provided, stating the study results of scientific and methodological bases for training specialists in clothing design in order to improve the quality of students' education of artistic and creative specialties. The problems of higher education in the context of European sustainable development have been considered on the basis of harmonization; factors of influence on the development of national design education have been indicated. Studies have shown that national culture is the basis for creative activity in various fields of art and design. It is determined that the processes of globalization, which are characteristic of modern society, require understanding of the national revival problems, reflecting the manifestation of the national culture features in modern design, in particular the design of clothing. It is proved that design methodology becomes an important component of modern culture and leads to significant changes in the composition of the aesthetic characteristics of the subject environment. It has been determined that the generalization of creative principles of design leads to the unification of characteristics of a substantially spatial environment of human existence in different national cultures, leveling of interesting and rich ethno-artistic traditions. The methods of literary-analytical, structural and morphological analysis, methods of components classification of professional competences in design education of future specialists of creative direction have been used in carrying out scientific studies, which will facilitate direct realization of perspective projects of designers of clothing in creativity and cultural space of their country. The application of an innovative approach focused on the development of practical skills as one of the strategic directions of improvement and modernization of professional creative education on the basis of historical and cultural heritage has been investigated. It has been established that national art can be a generator of new ideas in clothing design. The structure and elements of national and ethno-artistic traditions have been identified and classified, which should be included in the list of competence characteristics of future specialists in clothing design. Some recommendations on the formation of creative professional thinking in the design education of future designers have been presented, the aspects of students' project activity construction on the basis of studying the traditions of national decorative art and development of creative project-shaped thinking have been determined.
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Genesës națională come baza pentru dezvoltarea abilităților creative 

Anotăția

Studiile prezentele de artă în baza studiilor științifice și metodologice bazate, pentru a îmbunătăți calitatea educației de artă și creativitate a studenților în domeniul de artă și design. Problemele educației superioare în contextul dezvoltării durabile ale Europei au fost considerate în baza de harmonizare; factorii de influență asupra dezvoltării educației de design naționale au fost indicați. Studiile au arătat că cultura națională este baza activității creative în diverse domenii ale artei și designului. A fost determinat că procesele globalizării, care sunt caracteristice societății moderne, cere înțelegerea problemelor revigorului național, reflectând manifestarea caracteristicilor culturale naționale în design modern, în special în designul de haine. A fost demarcat că desighnul metodologic devine un component important al modernului cultură și duce la schimbări semnificative în compoziția a特价șelor caracteristicilor estetice ale subiectului mediului. A fost determinat că generalizarea principiilor creative de design duce la unificarea caracteristicilor de o spațialitate substanțială mediului existențial al omului în culturile naționale diferite, nivelând de interesante și bogate tradiții artistice naționale și etnice. Mетодика literară-analytică, structurală și morfolo- gică, metodele de clasificare a componentelor competențelor profesionale în educația de design pentru viitorii specialisti de direcție creativă au fost utilizate în lucrările științifice, care vor facilita realizarea directă a proiectelor de design care îmbunătățesc spatiul creativ și cultural al națiunilor. Aplicația unui abord inovator concentrat pe dezvoltarea abilităților practice ca unul dintre direcțiile strategice de îmbunătățire și modernizare a educației creative profesionale pe baza istoricului și cultural-herelor naționale a fost studiată. A fost stabilit că arta națională poate fi un generator de idei noi în designul hainei. Structura și elementele tradiției naționale și artistice etno-artistice au fost identificate și clasificate, care ar trebui incluse în listă a caracteristicilor competențelor viitorilor specialiști din design. Sunt oferite unele recomandări pentru formarea gândirii profesionale creative în educația de design pentru viitorii designeri, aspectele construirii activității proiectului studenților pe baza studierii tradiției naționale de artă decorativă și dezvoltarea de design proiectat - formă de gândire creativă. 

Într-o literatură, titlul este: metodologia de design, zapada creativă, designul hainei, etno-creative tradiții; naționala cultura; dezvoltarea de design creative.
1. Statement of the problem

The idea of harmonious development of institutions of higher education implies their organic combination with the socioeconomic and cultural organism of the country and is based on the principles of autonomy, conformity, progressiveness, balance, advance development, internationalization, integrity. The harmonious development of institutions of higher education implies the interconnectedness of the above principles, the mutual expediency, orderliness, content, logic, and the absence of contradictions between them, which together provides the educational institution with competitive advantages. The harmonious development of institutions of higher education is not a utopian concept or a wonderful dream of a bright future for the higher education system organization, which cannot be practically implemented due to a number of real objective reasons. [1, 6].

A holistic vision of design requires the creation of professional education system that covers aspects of the various fields of art and design culture. In the current conditions of economic development, forming a culture of style and artistic taste of the Ukrainian consumer segment is a necessary and relevant activity. The aesthetic quality and competitiveness of domestic products depends to a large extent on how it looks, how attractive it is and meets the promising trends of fashion; what is the level of artistic design development of projects, corporate identity, advertising [1, 4, 5].

The development of a market economy requires further improvement of the level of designers' professional training and the correspondence of curricula and educational programs to the world level of specialists' training forecasting the development of trends in fashion and design of high quality goods. The main directions in this activity are education and training of capable, talented, creative specialists, able to work independently and make decisions in dynamic, non-standard situations [1, 4]. Nowadays, processes of globalization and assimilation of national cultures are being active. Therefore, the task of exploring the ethnic characteristics of different peoples is important for understanding creative contacts, self-knowledge and education of national consciousness [5].

In modern design, there are many different national versions: national identity has always existed, but in design local features, caused by traditions that reflect specific national differences are more clearly defined. Each nation is distinguished by its unique artistic culture: the color palette, the harmony of forms and proportional relationships, through which creative knowledge of environmental characteristics is achieved.

2. Main material

The study of the deep connections of spatial environment, the genesis of national shaping and color culture becomes an effective tool for developing design concepts in contemporary design [4]. The culture of any nation contains a special world of nature, life, history, culture, ethnic character. Each nation has a national integrity, a way of life and culture converges, and a national identity is revived [5]. Each culture is dominated by its symbolic symbols, which are largely determined by the peculiarities of outlook, character, artistic creativity. Ethno-cultural symbolic symbols are defined as characteristics of national spirituality that express the basic properties of people's cultural values [2].

A number of scientific works have been devoted to studying the questions of symbolism and remarkable of folk decorative applied art. The authors are K. Mateyko, F. Vovk, T. Kara-Vasilyeva, R. Zakharchuk-Chugay, G. Stelmashchuk, Tamara Nikolaeva, T. Krotova, K. Stamerova, O. Nikorak, Tatiana Nikolaeva, N. Ursa, S. Pavlyuk and others. These studies emphasize the need for a careful attitude to the knowledge and skills of folk masters, the inclusion of national cultural heritage in modern design activities [2-12]. Symbolic symbols in the design define the formation of images that appear in the process of creative activity, and therefore have an ethnic imprint. The artistic creativity manifestations are associated in the lives of people with environmental influences, ethnic characteristics, national culture [1, 4, 5].

Symbolic symbols arise from subconscious content and represent form variations that can be traced to ideas and images found in ancient sources. Symbols can also be introduced into the national culture and, having gone through various transformations, become generally accepted, while preserving, however, a great deal of their original significance.

The role of the leading aesthetic characteristics in the art of design is performed by the symbolic and remarkable images embedded in the cultural achievements, the perception of which creates a sense of form harmony. The internal and external characteristics balance, creating aesthetic perception of the design objects. Fostered by a particular national culture, related to the specificity of ethnic traditions, designers are different in the organization of space, its forms and proportions. Accordingly, the relationship with the characteristics of the three-dimensional composition and its forming elements is built. Scientific research in design is a complex of sequential methods, processes, a result of artistic and technical design of industrial products, their complexes and systems, focused on achieving the fullest correspondence of created objects to human needs, both utilitarian and aesthetic. The creativity basis in the costume artistic design is a figurative-associative approach to creating a form of clothing. Various phenomena and objects of the world around us, the beauty of nature and its formations can inspire a designer to create new promising forms of costume. Since the creative process is the achievement of form unity and content, the basis of creativity in the artistic design of clothing should be the synthesis of figuratively associative approach to the creation of new, non-traditional forms with methods of tectonic formation. Modern fashion costume can feel the influence of avant-garde art, means of shifting the emphasis on utilitarian-functional purpose of clothing to its aesthetic meaning. The final variant of the designer's creative proposal is the development of a design concept of a perspective collection and its
implementation in the sketch project of clothing models. This topic study focuses on the art of the early twentieth century, which contributed to the definition of a large number of currents and styles. Attempts to rethink the creative heritage that were being made at that time gave a birth to many unusual and interesting directions.

It is difficult enough to define the concept of the national design model, which is a substantive embodiment of certain significant ethnic characteristics in the objects of design creativity. The peculiarities of these landmark embodiments are embedded in the specifics of the formation, proportionality, coloristic solution, in relation to the role of the latest technologies in design.

In design education the formation of aesthetic culture, national traditions of art has a special place. A much more general and profound man’s attitude towards the life and culture of his people, his values, the surrounding reality takes place according to the vivid expression of artistic creativity which creates opportunities for aesthetic development and creative reincarnation of the subject environment [2, 3].

Aesthetic culture is a set of material, spiritual and artistic life of society, directly influences the formation of abilities aimed at creating a variety of aesthetic values. The formation of aesthetic culture is manifested not only in respectful attitudes towards national features and folk art. Another factor in shaping the project culture of future designers is the study of works of art, as well as the direct implementation of future projects of specialists in the creativity and cultural space of their country.

The experience of preparation and creation of new disciplines, improvement of traditional educational courses, preparation and publication of manuals, taking into account the in-depth analysis of the gained experience, has given an opportunity to form original teaching methods, lay the foundations of a school of costume modeling in creative workshops. The disciplines of the specialty "Design of clothing" should be aimed at forming all components of professional design thinking, as well as at professional and personal properties that provide activation of creative processes. Purposeful thinking of designers should be developed throughout the life of the training, in practical and theoretical activities. One of the conditions that ensure the formation of creative professional design-thinking of future fashion designers is the orientation of the content of training on topics based on the study, use and adaptation of national culture and folk crafts to the needs of contemporary design.

Theoretical and methodological developments of the teachers of the Department of Artistic Costume Design continue to form a modern domestic school of design. The experience gives the opportunity to identify the following conceptual bases in the education of designers-artists: understanding the role of the advancing development of culture and creative education in society; intensification of the fundamentalization processes of education and the content improvement of professionally oriented disciplines; orientation towards continuous artistic and informational component of education; implementation of problem-based learning in creative education on the basis of scientific research; focus on the logical interconnection of traditional learning tools and new experimental methodological searches; strengthening the role of practical training and real relationships with industrial manufacturers and fashion brands.

The scientific and methodological basis of new educational trends is made by research in the field of improving the methodology of education and innovative methods, which enables students to be open to the perception of the latest artistic trends, styles, fashion, in the realities of the current level of scientific and technological progress. The education orientation to foster high professionalism and creativity creates the conditions for experimental search for innovation at all stages of the educational process. The creative and scientific authority of the department academic staff, the presence of a sufficiently developed methodological base make it possible to achieve a considerable, in comparison with other institutions of higher education, annual competition of entrants with a sufficiently high level of their basic training.

Much attention should be paid to the research process, the transformation of the image from the pre-project analysis of the national art sample to the sketches of the research design decisions and design project. Along with the study of creativity of prominent modern designers, it is necessary to introduce an analysis of national works of folk masters, exploring the possible course of their intuitive professional thinking [2-12].

The development of creative professional thinking is directed by the study of disciplines of the history of arts and material culture, the theory of shaping, the artistic design of costume and design graphics. An important aspect of project work, in the development of design-thinking, is the study of traditions of decorative and applied art, the formation of professional design skills, which has a specific national focus. It is advisable to introduce themes and practical tasks based on examples of arts and crafts, and national culture, contribute to the formation of ethn-design culture.

The features of creative and associative thinking reveal the essence of the subconsciousness that is inherent in folk masters. While designing, complying with the laws of composition, color science and form, it is not always possible to create an image that remains in memory. Associative thinking provides a direct insight into the essence of the phenomenon, a clear understanding of the principles of formation, color and ornamentation. Practical classes are aimed at forming and developing the skills of future designers, using visualization methods (visual comparisons, establishing visual analogies, synthesis, analysis). They develop skills of visual abstraction of samples of arts and crafts, analysis of stages of design, definition of research principles of the design process.

The methodological basis of design is a formal composition, and in a spatial-graphic composition it is a visual image. The analysis of the projected form in graphical execution is necessary to refine its image. The elements of the composition are most clearly perceived in the spatial-graphic model. New ideas in graphic design are widely involved in the methodology of costume design, which is positively reflected on the improvement of teaching.
methods of professional disciplines. Contemporary design has a graphic language, as the increasing pace of life requires the increasing use of simple and visually distinctive silhouette and color characteristics of compositions, which are always taken into account at the author's courses.

An important component of the education of a creative personality is the development of creative abilities, individual psychological characteristics that determine qualitative differences in the possession of the necessary knowledge, and skills. A creative personality must develop in the conditions of educational and project creative activity, which is the opposite of direct imitation, activity according to the certain algorithm. The characteristics of creativity in the transformation of sign objects, or their images, the novelty and originality of creative products (new ideas, systems of action, unknown patterns) are acceptable.

The development structure of national-oriented professional model of education of the future designer of clothing includes: professional competence (system of necessary knowledge and skills, knowledge of modern technologies, strategies for solving problems, ability to transform the received information, readiness for creative activity; communicative abilities (creative, emotional, regulatory), the ability to work in a team, personal qualities that have a professional value (consistency of aim, tolerance, perseverance, responsibility, creative knowledge); deep knowledge of national culture and art.

The forming basis for a modern model of a designer is the nationally conscious orientation of professional activity, which characterizes the attitude to the surrounding reality, the organization of the design process, the corresponding cultural values of the nation [14]. Professional competencies include the ability to undertake activities in design, the availability of specialized knowledge and skills, a set of individual features that ensure high efficiency of further professional activity. The indicators of nationally oriented professional training, being transformed into professional competences, are considered as the basis for professional skills development of a future designer.

3. Conclusion

The art, creative and educational school of training specialists in art design and art costume modeling will continue to develop, acquiring new modern creative traits and creative assets. In the development of design education, particular attention should be paid to the problem of studying ethnic design and national culture.

Designing should be considered as an important component of cultural and professional training at institutions of higher education, a method and a means of revealing the artistic and creative potential of future clothing designers. For further effective development of design education, it is necessary to combine the achievements of national creative and modern technological experience and European design practices, which determines the further directions of the research.
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